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“SEE LEVEL”
The ultimate expedition that takes you as a minimalist, around the world. Using unconventional

travel for the last decade, ‘Adventure Aaron’ Carotta, is leaving unforgettable memories.
Becoming the first human powered effort to Ocean Row down the Pacific Coast, he’s continuing

on the world’s first, around the world.  Visiting cultures and locations rarely featured before, it's all
an effort to highlight the humanity the world has to offer.  Living out of the first tiny home of this

kind, his Ocean Rowboat puts you front and center at Sea Level, live on his social media.  Offering
stories, live tracking, and stories from those he meets, it has been a trial and error learning

experience for the novice rower.  His journey is now gearing up to cross the first of three Oceans
and will be onward for an expected 4 more years.

The adventurer, ‘Adventure Aaron’
Carotta
‘Adventure Aaron’, got his start in 2008 after
the decision was made to leave the 9-5
career when diagnosed with cancer and live
a more fulfilled, purposeful life.  With the
help of Tim Ferriss, Aaron established a
social media following of over 100,000 fans
on various social platforms while doing
bucket list adventures, in more than 80
countries.  Creating, hosting, producing, and
paying it forward to others in a similar battle,
he polished 4 internationally syndicated
shows with more than 150 episodes in just 5 years. Over a decade later, his creative quest has been
recognized as a highly sought unique perspective, validated by airings to over 120 million households
starting in 2010.  He recently was welcomed professionally on live television news as a journalist with
NBC and Fox affiliates in 2018.  Finding local communities and story lines to cater to the audience, Aaron
gained momentum once again.  Now, with the digital era in mind, he allows it to continue around the world
to just about anyone.  Going all in and full throttle with this weekly turnaround docu series, he will also be
offering a bonus daily  live streams to cater to streaming network options as well as regular television
episodes.
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The Timeline
Aaron departed San Diego, October 9th, 2021 and has successfully become the worlds first decent in a
rowboat down the coast of Mexico, but didn’t stop there.  Currently in Nicaragua, he is continuing on to
Panama, where he will then go west for the first Ocean crossing, across the Pacific.  After 10 month in the
boat, he is now launching a full PR campaign, hoping to raise awareness for his cause,
www.rowingmyboat.com.  An effort to connect the first worlds with the third worlds, simply leading by the
humble action, ‘rowing my boat’.

The Exposure
The route will consist of 3-5 years rowing full time.  Stopping in over 50 different islands, some never
before seen on camera, will feature tribes and communities, meeting Aaron live, on camera.  With
previous live reporter experience, featuring different communities each morning for NBC news, the plan is
similar.  Incorporating Amazon Conservations efforts, global humanitarian changes, and various other
cultural efforts, from the perspective of truly factual, allowing the viewer to see all sides of the topic.  In
addition to the weekly episodes, daily live feeds have the ability to feature more than 100 different topics
and features from the tiny boat home, and offer classroom style science classes for students, as well as
interactive adult friendly how-to lessons in rowing.  For full details on the expedition, the previous series’s,
and more information on Adventure Aaron, please visit www.adventureaaron.com
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